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Basic Kitchen Toolkit
STAND MIXER
I can’t tell you how valuable a great stand mixer is, this is your best friend in the kitchen.

I recommend, if you can, invest in a good brand of mixer that you know will be reliable and handle the workload

and volume of products that you are baking.

 

Something to think about with a mixer is volume. Think not just about the largest quantity that you regularly

need to create but also the smallest. Having a mixer with a large capacity is great, but be careful that it also

meets your minimum product requirements, as it can become frustrating needed to alter recipes to ‘fit’ your

mixer requirements.

I'm not a huge fan of cooking in the microwave, but it is fantastic for quick reheating, softening and melting

of ingredients. Any domestic microwave is perfect.

MICROWAVE OVEN

DIGITAL SCALES
Essential for recreating recipes and achieving results that are consistent. 

‘Cup and spoon’ measurements are known to vary so much in the weight that is measured and are not an

accurate representation of the weight of ingredients needed to recreate a recipe. However, when grams are

used to measure ingredients, there are no other variables to consider, this will help you achieve the same

results time and time again.

DIGITAL PROBE THERMOMETER
So helpful in the kitchen and allowing you to take precise temperatures when needed. A digital thermometer

means there’s no guess work, the digital screen makes reading the temperature easy and the probe allows

us to read the correct internal temperature of our products.

PLASTIC & STAINLESS STEEL BOWLS 
(ASSORTED SIZES)

I love having a variety of sizes of mixing bowls in my kitchen, both stainless

steel and plastic. I try to avoid glass in the kitchen because it can be fragile

and break. Broken glass fragments in the kitchen are difficult to clean

properly and can end up in our products making them unusable.

FOOD PROCESSOR / STICK BLENDER
I use food processors and stick blenders to create beautiful smooth and glossy ganaches and TPT for

macarons. These can become expensive so base your purchase on how often you create these. Don't be

afraid to buy second hand to 'try' for yourself, then purchase brand new once you've found the right

processor for you.
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SIEVES (BOTH FINE AND COARSE MESH)
My best tip for sieves is to avoid the old school crank handle sieves. These tend to allow chunks of product

to pass through without actually passing through the sieve properly. I look for large bowl sieves with both

coarse and fine mesh. If you can find a drum sieve, these really are the best as they hold a good volume and

help make the process so efficient.

WHISKS
Assorted large whisks are essential in a kitchen for times when you quickly want to mix something

thoroughly by hand.

MEASURING JUGS
Makes pouring liquids very easy. Even though I normally weigh both the wet and dry ingredients in my recipes,

measuring jugs make pouring simple.

CUP MEASURES AND SCOOPS
Even though I don’t use these for weighing recipes they are very handy for scooping bulk ingredients when

needed.

SILICONE SPATULAS
Try to find both firm and soft flexible spatulas. Firm spatuals are great for handling firm doughs and batters,

soft flexible sptaulas are perfect for soft creamy fillings and meringues.

TEASPOONS & TABLESPOONS
Having teaspoons and tablespoons available in the kitchen allows you to

add additional ingredients super simple, especially the flavouring

ingredients that are more ‘to taste’ than accurately weighed. This also

allows us to taste our products and scoop / weigh small quantities easily.

FOOD HANDLING GLOVES
For me  single use gloves are essential in a kitchen for any time that I need

to significantly handle food products. The most important thing to

remember with gloves is to change them frequently and change into fresh

gloves when ever the product changes to avoid cross contamination.



Basic Kitchen Toolkit
SHARP KITCHEN KNIVES AND SCISSORS
There are three types of knives I recommend the most for kitchen use.

Long serrated edge knife - perfect for slicing and trimming cakes 

20 – 25cm chef's knife - for cubing butter and slicing any number of ingredients

Paring knives – for any time that you may need to simply cut through something small and fine, hand cut

cookies, pastry etc. 

Sharp scissors are also essential

FLAT BAKING TRAYS
Purchase baking trays based on your baking requirements. My best recommendation is to measure the

space of the internal cavity of your oven to find baking trays that fit the space the best. This will allow you to

maximize the amount of product able to be baked at once.

CAKE / CUPCAKE PANS
I recommend and use the regular commercial cake pans available from most cake decorating supply stores.

Having multiples in the sizes you commonly use will alleviate the need to rush cakes out of a tin while still hot

and fragile and make you more efficient in your baking.

CLING WRAP, GO BETWEEN & BAKING PAPER
This is somewhere that I don’t scrimp, I will always use and recommend a premium brand of baking paper and

cling film, this will always guarantee results and result in less watse of both product and time.

PIPING BAGS
Disposable piping bags are my preference as they are far more hygienic in the kitchen. As most of the

ingredients we use are dairy and fat based (creams, ganaches, custards, etc) the residue from these

products can be difficult to remove completely from a piping bag. The residue from dairy can be a breeding

ground for bacteria and cross contamination. Fat residue can transfer onto other products and alter their

integrity for example, meringues & macarons.

Tips for cleaning reusable piping bags; If you are using reusable piping bags,

make sure you turn your piping bag completely inside out. Wash thoroughly

in hot, soapy water, rinse thoroughly with clean water and leave completely

inside out to air dry before using.My preference for piping ganaches,

buttercreams and most fillings are large piping bags, 45cm in size. I find

these are the best fit and most comfortable to work with.
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ASSORTED PIPING NOZZLES
I keep a variety of round and star nozzles on hand (mainly plastic). My favourite and

most used size of round and star nozzles are 8mm, this size nozzle gives me the

best control when piping.

NON SLIP RUBBER MATTING
Available from nearly any store and super affordable, I use kitchen matting for so many

purposes. Great for anything that you need to keep stable, on a cake turntable, during

cookie decorating, under cakes in boxes, when travelling with cakes etc.

KITCHEN TOWEL
This is essential in any registered kitchen and again so handy for wiping up nearly anything. Make sure the

kitchen towel is lint free and absorbent.

FOOD GRADE SANITISER
This is essential in any registered kitchen and again so handy for wiping up nearly anything. Make sure the

kitchen towel is lint free and absorbent.

ASSORTED FOOD COLOURS
I always have a wide variety of food colours on hand. I purchase the main colours I use in large sized

containers. This may be a big investment at the beginning but over time will save both time and money as you

have what you need on hand when you need it.

CAKE / CUPCAKE BOXES
I always keep cake boxes on hand, mainly in the size I use most (9 inch for me), but these are perfect not just

for packaging products, but sometimes when things are required to be stored in the fridge before use, such

as a batch of macarons.
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ASSORTED CAKE BOARDS
I keep a selection of both round and square cake boards on hand in both MDF and cardboard, for

convenience. I aim to make the MDF or display board 3-4 inches larger than the dimension of my cakes.

ACRYLIC LIDS
I love the 'lid method' for creating smooth sides and sharp edges on my cakes. The acrylic lids can be a small

investment but allow for efficiency in that stage of the 'caking' process.

CAKE TURNTABLE OR LAZY SUSAN
Buy the cake turntable or lazy Susan that suits your work flow best. I find lazy Susans great as they normally

have a wider base and can help to keep large cakes far more stable. Using a lazy Susan can also be a more

cost effective option, but be mindful that the bearings can tend to become loose and the work surface can

wobble. It's important to tighten bearing carefully every now & again and check the level. 

HEAVY DUTY HOT GLUE GUN
This is where the hardware store can be your best friend. Find a heavy duty hot glue gun and glue sticks to

make sure your attached cake boards don't have a chance to move. Craft glue guns don't have the same

capacity to heat as the heavy duty ones do.

ASSORTED PALETTE KNIVES
Essential for so many aspects of cake decorating, having a selection of large and small palette knives on

hand is a must. Another great addition is a set of artists palette knives to apply and create different butter

cream effects on cakes.

ACRYLIC CAKE SCRAPERS
I find acrylic cake scrapers the best for creating beautiful smooth sides on cakes. The finish is far smoother

and tends to create less drag when being used compared to plastic and metal scrapers. Be careful when

handling, washing and storing acrylic as it can dent. Purchase the acrylic cake scrapers closest to the most

common height of your cakes. 

OIL BASED FOOD COLOURS
As butter creams and ganache are fat based products, regular water based gel

colours can cause slitting and seizing. Oil based colours will blend far more easily

into fat based products and result in a beautiful smooth colour. The two brands I

use and recommend are Colour Mill and Create Cake Decorating.
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SILICONE BAKING MATS
The mats I use are 30cm x 40cm in diameter and work perfectly for both rolling the cookie dough on and fit

easily on the baking trays I use and in the fridge. 

COOKIE ROLLING GUIDE RAILS
Guide rails work perfectly to keep cookie dough rolled in consistent thickness. I prefer using movable guide

rails rather than the bands attached to a rolling pin. Acrylic guide rails in different thicknesses can be

purchased online or pine paint stirrers can be used and available from most hardware stores. Be sure to

thoroughly wash and sanitise before every use. I use 6mm rails.

LARGE 50CM ROLLING PIN
I think this is essential if making cookies on large scale or frequently. A large rolling pin will allow you to roll

out a decent amount of cookie dough at one time making you more efficient.

FONDANT SMOOTHER
Fondant smoothers are fantastic for smoothing air pockets from baked cookie dough creating a beautiful

flat surface for decorating.

SMALL TIPLESS PIPING BAGS
I find these the best piping bags to use for cookie decorating, drip cakes and any time I need to pipe small

decorations. The small size is comfortable to hold and makes it less likely to over fill. I normally purchase

these from e-bay.

LARGE CRAFT MAT
Perfect for when I need to create small fondant decorations or want to work on a surface that either has grid

lines or is softer and easier to use than a bench top.

ASSORTED COOKIE CUTTERS
Available in both metal and 3d printed varieties. What's most important it cleanliness, as any flour particles

can attract weevils and other bugs.

COOKIE SCRIBE TOOL
A cookie scribe tool is fantastic for helping to move royal icing on a cookie, if you can't source a scribe tool

anything with a point will work, including toothpick or skewer.
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FINAL THOUGHTS 
Please keep in mind this list is not exhaustive. There are many other tools that

may be available and necessary for your specific baking requirements. What my

aim is with this list is to share the things that my kitchen can't live without. 

 

Please feel free to use the section below to list any other specific items you need

in your kitchen and based on the products you produce the most; I'll chat about

these briefly in the corresponding video.


